Welcome, all!
Please remember to keep your line muted when you are not actively speaking. Thank you!

PollEv.com/usccimet

Please pull up this poll link in a web browser. Thank you.

Yes - longitudinal sometimes is for a full year for us!

Nonstandard term that spans from July to June.

semester

We're a yearlong term based curriculum trying to look like a semester system.

Our term is one-year

POLL LINK:

Single term - starting around end of June

We are semester based but have longitudinal courses that span a year.

semester based
November 5, 2020  1:19 PM  from Kim Sandrick to everyone:  semester based

November 5, 2020  1:19 PM  from Mary Kaye Garcia to everyone:  We are semester based but looking at changing to single term.

November 5, 2020  1:20 PM  from Jose Espada to everyone:  Fall Spring and Summer.  Fall and Spring are standard terms and the summer is a non-standard term.

November 5, 2020  1:20 PM  from Jill Gable to everyone:  No

November 5, 2020  1:20 PM  from Jose Espada to everyone:  We block register our students so their courses are keep track of using a different system than that of SIS.

November 5, 2020  1:22 PM  from Jose Espada to everyone:  Using a block registration system allows for ease on the financial aid side.

November 5, 2020  1:23 PM  from Jose Espada to everyone:  Our curriculum change occurred 5 years ago.....

November 5, 2020  1:23 PM  from Carol to everyone:  Yes

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Amy Drvar to everyone:  Yes

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Kara Marshall to everyone:  I believe they are doing this

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Jenny Viteo to everyone:  Our pre-clinical is 12 months

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Marrissa Cook to everyone:  No
November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Theresa Friederich to everyone:  Yes

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Alisha Corsi to everyone:  Yes

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from carchaga to everyone:  Yes for us.

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Jerel Arceneaux to everyone:  No

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Jennifer Martin to everyone:  Yes that is our intent

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Logan Key to everyone: reduced preclinical to 12 months about 7 years ago

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Kris Slaney to everyone: Yes, we are 18 months

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Frank Lucas to everyone:  No

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Brendan McCarthy to everyone: No KY is not

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Selma A to everyone:  Yes, we are 18 months

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Gezelle Miller to everyone:  Yes we are reducing pre-clinical

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Mary Kaye Garcia to everyone:  Ours has been 18 months since 2010.

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Ellen DiFiore to everyone:  yes

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Mikki Jaeger to everyone:  Yes
November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Jose Espada to everyone:  Yes, we did, but continued registering students under the old fall, Spring and summer terms.

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Michele to everyone:  Our pre-clinical is 18 months.

November 5, 2020  1:24 PM  from Julie Steinecker to everyone:  yes, we are working towards reducing preclinical to 18 months

November 5, 2020  1:25 PM  from Matt Edwards to everyone:  reduced preclinical to 18 months about 4 years ago

November 5, 2020  1:37 PM  from Marissa to everyone:  will this presentation be shared with us?

November 5, 2020  1:38 PM  from Christin Probst (internal) to everyone:  The recording of today’s event will include the visuals/presentation

November 5, 2020  1:38 PM  from Donna Miroslaw to everyone:  My school also has to manually track students who take time off for various reasons and moves a clerkship to the beginning of their 4th year. Do any of you use a platform that does not require all the manual tracking?

November 5, 2020  1:39 PM  from Jose Espada to everyone:  I assume the issue with schools having these discussions is that they are registering students for the actual course start and end dates in SIS instead of doing a block registration method?

November 5, 2020  1:40 PM  from Rod H to everyone:  are the college of medicine students in the same SIS as traditional undergraduate/graduate students and are there different terms in your SIS for the different types of students?

November 5, 2020  1:40 PM  from Logan Key to everyone:  Did the part 1 part 2 scenario force faculty to submit grades for each part?
November 5, 2020 1:40 PM from Jose Espada to everyone: Yes.

November 5, 2020 1:40 PM from Jill Gable to everyone: Do you have credit hours or do you have a credit hour equivalency policy?

November 5, 2020 1:41 PM from Suzanne Peters to everyone: I would love to hear more about how schools are handling longitudinal courses.

November 5, 2020 1:41 PM from Linda Cuesta to everyone: Who advised you not to have your summer term be a header?

November 5, 2020 1:41 PM from Jose Espada to everyone: At our school, we track course progression in MEDHub and simply block register our students. This avoids all of the issues with non-standard versus standard terms.

November 5, 2020 1:42 PM from Marrissa Cook to everyone: We just do our best to reduce the off-cycle plans.

November 5, 2020 1:43 PM from Marrissa Cook to everyone: I use blocks, but the blocks accurately represent the dates, all the way down to 2 weeks if applicable.

November 5, 2020 1:43 PM from Jose Espada to everyone: We have a process before a student taking a LOA that we comment on a sheet that allows the student understand the affects of taking a LOA from the Registrar, Financial Aid and student curriculum perspectives.

November 5, 2020 1:44 PM from kara marshall to everyone: Do other schools have 1 credit = full time?

November 5, 2020 1:44 PM from Kris Slaney to everyone: @ Suzanne Peters - At COM-T I split our longitudinal courses in to an A & B section for the Fall & Spring terms.

November 5, 2020 1:45 PM from Suzanne Peters to everyone: @ Kris Slaney - so you are assigning a grade at the end of the term. right? are you using an inprogress type grade?
November 5, 2020     1:45 PM     from Damien to everyone:     @Kara we do at Einstein

November 5, 2020     1:45 PM     from Jose Espada to everyone:     We thought about that, but the university does not have access to the medical school systems.

November 5, 2020     1:46 PM     from Meredith Schor to everyone:     Are your professors entering grades in a manner consistent with timely disbursements?

November 5, 2020     1:46 PM     from Kris Slaney to everyone: @ Suzanne Peters - We are a P/F school so we enter a "P" if the student is progressing forward. I think COM-P uses the IP

November 5, 2020     1:46 PM     from Suzanne Peters to everyone:     @ Kris Slaney excellent, thank you!

November 5, 2020     1:47 PM     from Jose Espada to everyone:     Longitudenal courses are handled in our medical system and not the university system.

November 5, 2020     1:47 PM     from Marrissa Cook to everyone:     We tried to go the A/B route for longitudinal courses, but ran into some difficulties with our state approved course numbers that I have to navigate. The plan is to grade each one, though.

November 5, 2020     1:47 PM     from Alisha Corsi to everyone:     We are on a one year term and assign longitudinal course grades at the end of the year

November 5, 2020     1:48 PM     from Jose Espada to everyone:     Summer is a header for us.

November 5, 2020     1:48 PM     from Logan Key to everyone: All longitudionals graded at the end; not confident we could achieve a culture change to force first-half/second-half grades by faculty.

November 5, 2020     1:48 PM     from Brendan McCarthy to everyone: we grade longitudinal courses at the end of the academic year
November 5, 2020     1:48 PM     from Wandy Cruz-Velazquez to everyone:  UTRGV, we have only one term and longi courses get graded at the end of the year. We do not have Longi for 3/4 yr.

November 5, 2020     1:49 PM     from Siu Yan Scott to everyone:   We list an A and B for the course to enroll it in Fall and Spring. Then an IP "In progress" at the end of the first semester. At the end of the second semester, the IP is changed to the final grade and the final grade is also recorded in the second semester (same grade for both A and B course but entered at the same time when the final grade is available).

November 5, 2020     1:50 PM     from Damien to everyone:   For financial aid folks, we will ask Carol to present at our conference in Feb!

November 5, 2020     1:50 PM     from Linda Cuesta to everyone:   Thank you.  This was an

November 5, 2020     1:50 PM     from Theresa Friederich to everyone: I'd be interested in talking with anyone who uses and OASIS/Banner combination and how their terms are handled. theresa.friederich@health.slu.edu

November 5, 2020     1:51 PM     from Jose Espada to everyone:   Interesting. How many schools have a Records and Financial aid combo?

November 5, 2020     1:53 PM     from Belinda to everyone:   Question: Does anyone use Docusign for Enrollment Document processing? I understand the importance of a wet signature.